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1. INTRODUCTION
Coxeter groups play an important role in various areas of mathematics,
such as combinatorics, geometry, and Lie theory. It is somewhat surprising
that there haven't been many attempts to study their automorphism
 .groups. The only references concerning this subject known to the author
w x w x  .are Ja88, Ti88, HRT . In HRT it is shown that Out W is finite whenever
w x w xall entries in the diagram are finite. In Ti88 the results of Ja88 are
generalized to a large extent. Both papers deal with automorphisms of
Coxeter groups of graph-universal type, on which we focus also in the
 .present paper. We call a Coxeter diagram M s m over a set Ii j i, jg I
 4graph-uni¨ ersal if m g 2, ` for all i, j g I with i / j; in other words, ifi j
 .M9 is a diagram whose underlying graph is the graph of M, then W M9 is
 .a quotient of W M .
Let G be any group. Then the group of its automorphisms denoted by
 ..Aut G acts on the conjugacy classes of involutions of G. The kernel of
this action will be called the group of special automorphisms and denoted
 . by Spe G ; it contains the group of inner automorphisms denoted by
 ..  .Inn G . We have a series of normal subgroups of Aut G :
 4Aut G G Spe G G Inn G G id . .  .  . G
Given a Coxeter diagram M over a finite set I, then there are only
 .  w x.finitely many conjugacy classes of involutions of W M cf. Ri82 and
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 .  .hence Aut W rSpe W is a finite group. If M is a graph-universal
w xdiagram then much more is known by Ti88 . The main results are:
 .  w x.A Corollaire 1 in Ti88 Let G be the underlying graph of M and
 .let F G be the groupoid of cocliques of G endowed with the binary
 .operation ``symmetric difference.'' Then Aut W is a semidirect extension
 .  .of Spe W with the group of automorphisms of F G .
 .  w x.B Theoreme in Ti88 . If the underlying graph G has no triangles,Â Á
 .  .then Spe W s Inn W .
 .Our purpose here is to investigate the group Spe W if ``triangles are
allowed.'' In order to describe our main result we have to introduce some
more notation: Let I be a finite set and let M be a graph-universal
H  4diagram over I. For i g I we put i s j g I ¬ m s ` ; an i-admissible seti j
is a subset K of iH such that k g K, k / j g iH , and m s 2 impliesk j
 .j g K. A pair i, K consisting of an index i g I and an i-admissible set K
will be called admissible.
 .Let W, S be the Coxeter system of type M. Given an admissible pair
 .  .i,K , then there exists a unique involutory automorphism s g Spe Wi K
with
s s s if j g K ,i j i
s s s .i K j  s if j f K .j
 .Moreover, in Spe W we have the relations
R1 s s id . iB W
R2 s s s s . i K i L i K j L._K l L..
R3 .
 4  4s commutes with s if m s 2 or K j i l L j j s B .  .i K jL i j
s H s H s H s if i g Kj j i i j j jK
HR4 s s s . jK i i  Hs s if i f K .i i jK
Here is our main result:
 .THEOREM. The automorphisms s , where i, K runs o¨er all admissiblei K
 .pairs, generate Spe W , and together with the relations gi¨ en abo¨e they
 .pro¨ide a presentation of the group Spe W .
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w xThe following corollary implies the result B of Ti88 mentioned above.
It provides in particular a better understanding of the examples given in
w xSection 3 of Ti88 .
 .  .COROLLARY. Spe W s Inn W if and only if for each i g I the sets B
and iH are the only i-admissible sets.
 .   ..   .Remarks. 1 It can be shown that the action of Aut F G as in A
.  .   ..above on Spe W is given as follows: Given x g Aut F G , then
y1  y1 4. 4Hx(s ( x s  s where K 9 s l g I ¬ x l l K / B .i K jg x i4. jK 9l j .
 . w x2 The proof of our result uses techniques similar to those in Ti68 .
This is due to the fact that for a graph-universal Coxeter group, the group
 .  .Spe W rInn W can be considered as a kind of a generalized Coxeter
group. The role of reflections in these groups is played by elementary
abelian 2-groups. Such a group is indeed a Coxeter group if all these
2-groups have order 1 or 2.
 .  .In particular, the group Spe W rInn W is a Coxeter group if for each
i g I there are at most 4 i-admissible sets. One example for such a
situation is provided by the group belonging to the complete graph on 3
vertices.
Our paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we recall some basic facts on Coxeter systems in order to fix
notation and to provide some prerequisites which will be needed later.
Most of the material in this section in particular in Subsections 2.2 and
. w x2.3 is already contained in Ti88 . We reproduce it here in the language of
chamber systems, since this point of view seems to be more convenient for
our purposes. In the remaining subsections we give some more definitions
and prove some preliminary lemmas. The most important concept intro-
duced there is the idea of a distance matrix assigned to a special automor-
phism.
w xFor the general theory of Coxeter groups we refer to Bo68 ; the
chamber systems associated to them are treated in some detail in Chapter
w x2 of Ro89 .
Section 3 is in a sense the heart of the present paper; unfortunately, it is
also the most technical one. We prove the existence of a ``shortest element
 .in the rank 2 parabolics of Spe W ,'' which provides the main tool for the
proof of our theorem. It is due to this fact that we used the notion of a
``generalized Coxeter group'' in Remark 2 above.
In Section 4 we introduce the Group V as the group given by the
presentation in the theorem. We show that the relations given in the
presentation of V imply certain identities, which are needed in Section 5.
In Section 5 we accomplish the proof of our theorem. The techniques
w xused in this part of our paper are very similar to those of Ti68 .
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2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Graphs
 .Let X be a set. Then P X denotes the set of all subsets of X having2
cardinality 2.
 .  .A graph is a pair V, E consisting of a set V and a set E : P V . The2
elements of V and E are called ¨ertices and edges, respectively.
 .Let G s V, E be a graph. Let ¨ , w be two vertices of G. They are
 4called adjacent if ¨ , w g E. A path from ¨ to w is a sequence ¨ s
¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ s w, where ¨ is adjacent to ¨ for all 1 F i F k; the0 1 k iy1 i
number k is the length of the path. The distance between ¨ and w
  ..denoted by d ¨ , w is the length of a shortest path joining them; if there
 .is no path joining ¨ and w, we put d ¨ , w s `.
 .  . 4The relation R ; V = V defined by R s ¨ , w ¬ d ¨ , w / ` is an
equivalence relation whose equivalence classes are called the connected
components of G. A graph is said to be connected if it has only one
connected component.
 .If V is a subset of V, then G denotes the graph V , E , where1 V 1 11
 . H   4E [ P V l E. If ¨ is a vertex of G, then we put ¨ [ w g V ¬ ¨ , w1 2 1
4 Hg E and G [ G . The complementary graph of G is the graph G s¨ ¨
 .  .  .V, E , where E [ P V _ E. A graph G s V, E is called complete if2
 .  . E s P V . A subset C of V is called a clique resp. a coclique if G resp.2 C
.G is complete.C
2.2. Graph-Uni¨ ersal Coxeter Groups
 .In this paper I always denotes a finite set and M s m is a Coxeteri j
 4 diagram satisfying m g 2, ` for i / j g I. From now on until thei j
.``conclusion'' at the end of Subsection 5.3 we will also assume that for
each i g I there exists an index j g I with m s `.i j
 .Given such a diagram, then G s G M is the graph whose vertex set is
 4 4I and whose set of edges is i, j ¬ m s ` . The additional assumptioni j
made above means that each vertex of G is contained in at least one edge;
in other words, there are no isolated nodes in the diagram.
 .  .From now on M is a Coxeter diagram over I as above and W, S is
 4the Coxeter system of type M, where S s s ¬ i g I . We refer the readeri
w xto Bo68 for the definition of Coxeter systems.
 .  .The chamber graph associated to W, S is the graph C s C, P , where
 4 y1C s W and c, d g P if c d g S. The vertices of C are called chambers,
and the edges are called panels. Two chambers c, d are called i-adjacent if
cy1d s s . Since the s generate W the graph C is connected. Note that wei i
have natural mapping type: P ª I. The group W acts from the left via left
.translation on C. This action is regular on C and type-preserving on P.
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For i g I we put T [ sW and T [ SW. It follows from Proposition 2 ofi i
w xTi88 that T l T s B for i / j g I. The elements of T are calledi j
reflections; we let t : T ª I denote the function which assigns to each
  . W .reflection its conjugacy class i.e., t t s i if t g s .i
 .   . 4  .Let t g T. Then we put P t [ p g P ¬ t p s p and C t [
  ..D p. Note that for any w g W and t g T we have w P t spg P  t .
 y1 .   ..  y1 .P wtw and w C t s C wtw .
 .If t, t9 are two reflections, then we define their distance by d t, t9 [
  .  .  .4min d c, c9 ¬ c g C t , c9 g C t9 . Since W acts on C it follows that
 .  y1 y1.d t, t9 s d wtw , wt9w for all w g W.
LEMMA 2.1. Let t g T. Then
 .   ..i The graph C s C, P _ P t has two connected components.t
 .ii Whene¨ er x, y g C are in different connected components of C ,t
 .   ..then d x, y ) d x, t y .
w xProof. This follows from Proposition 2.6 in Ro89 .
The two connected components are called the roots associated to t.
 .   ..Given a chamber c and a reflection t, then H t, c, q resp. H t, c, y
denotes the root associated to t, which contains c resp. does not con-
.tain c .
Let W9 be a subgroup of W and let C9 be a subset of C. We call C9 a
fundamental domain for W9 if the mapping from W9 = C9 ª C defined by
 .  .w9, c9 ª w9 c9 is a bijection.
LEMMA 2.2. Let t , t be two reflections, and let Hq, Hy, Hq, and Hy1 2 1 1 2 2
be the roots associated to t and t . Then1 2
 .  .  4i o t t g 2, ` .1 2
 .  . e1 e2  .ii o t t s 2 if and only if H l H / B for all e , e g1 2 1 2 1 2
 4  4q, y = q, y .
 .  . e1 e2iii If o t t s 2, then H l H is a fundamental domain for1 2 1 2
 :  .  4  4t , t for all e , e g q, y = q, y .1 2 1 2
 .  . e  4iv If o t t s 2, then t stabilizes H for e g q, y .1 2 1 2
 .  .  4v o t t s ` if and only if there exist e , e g q, y such that1 2 1 2
H e1 l H e2 s B.1 2
 . y y y q y q q qvi If H l H s B, then H : H , H : H , and H l H is a1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2
 :fundamental domain for t , t .1 2
 . y y  . qvii If H l H s B, then C t : H .1 2 1 2
 . w x  .  .Proof. Part i follows from Proposition 1 in Ti88 . Parts ii ] vi follow
 . w x  .from Proposition 4 and its proof in Ti88 . Thus it remains to prove vii .
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 .  .Note first that t / t implies P t l P t s B for any two reflections.i 2 1 2
 . y  . qNow let c g C t ; if c g H then we are done by vi ; if c g H then1 1 1
  .4  .  . y qc, t c is a panel contained in P t . As t c g H : H , the assertion1 1 1 1 2
follows.
 .One direction of Assertion ii in the previous lemma can be strength-
ened in the following way:
 4LEMMA 2.3. Let n be a natural number, let t , t , . . . , t be a set of n1 2 n
pairwise commuting reflections, and let H be a root associated to t . Then then n
  ..set F H l C t is not empty.1F n F n n n
Proof. The t generate an elementary abelian subgroup W9 of W ofm
n w xorder 2 . By Proposition 1 of Ti88 it follows that W9 is a parabolic
subgroup since the diagram is graph-universal and W9 is generated by
reflections. Now the assertion follows.
Given two reflections t , t such that they generate an infinite dihedral1 2
 .   ..group, then H t , t , q resp. H t , t , y denotes the root associated to1 2 1 2
 .   ..t which contains C t resp. which does not contain C t .1 2 2
LEMMA 2.4. Let t , t be two non-commuting reflections. Then1 2
 .  .  .i H t , t , y : H t , t , q .1 2 2 1
 .  .  .ii H t , t , y l H t , t , y s B.1 2 2 1
 .  .  .iii H t , t , q l H t , t , q is a fundamental domain for G [1 2 2 1
 :t , t .1 2
 .Proof. This is Assertion vi of Lemma 2.2.
Let t, t , t g T ; we say that the reflection t is between t and t if1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .o tt s o tt s ` and H t, t , q s H t, t , y . If t is between t and t ,1 2 1 2 1 2
w xthen we write t g t , t .1 2
LEMMA 2.5. Let t, t , t g T.1 2
 . w x  .i If t g t , t , then o t t s `.1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .ii If o tt s o tt s ` and t t s t t , then H t, t , q s1 2 1 2 2 1 1
 .H t, t , q .2
 .  .  .  .  .  .iii If o tt s o tt s o t t s `, then d t , tt t - d t , t if and1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
w x  .  .  .only if t g t , t , and d t , tt t ) d t , t if and only if H t, t , q s1 2 1 2 1 2 1
 .H t, t , q .2
 .  .  .  .Proof. We have H t , t, y : H t, t , q , H t , t, y : H t, t , q by1 1 2 2
w x  .  .Lemma 2.4. As t g t , t it follows that H t, t , q l H t, t , q s B1 2 1 2
 .  .  .which yields H t , t, y l H t , t, y s B. By Lemma 2.2 v it follows1 2
 .  .  .  .that o t , t s `. This proves i , and ii is a consequence of i .1 2
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w x  .  .  .If t g t , t , then Lemma 2.1 ii implies that d t , tt t - d t , t . If1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  . w x H t, t , q s H t, t , q then t g t , tt t , which proves again by Lemma1 2 1 2
 .  .  .2.1 ii , that d t , tt t ) d t , t , since t s ttt tt. This completes the proof1 2 1 2 2 2
 .of iii .
2.3. Subgroups Generated by Reflections
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let R be a finite set of reflections such that for each
 . w xr g R there exists r 9 g R with o rr 9 s `. Suppose that r f r , r for any1 2
three r, r , r g R.1 2
Then:
 .  .  .  .i If r, r , r g R are such that o rr s o rr s `, then H r, r , q1 2 1 2 1
 .s H r, r , q .2
 .  .ii The set X [ F H r, r 9, q is not empty and it is ar , r 9g R , o r r 9.s`
 :fundamental domain for the group W9 [ R . In particular, the index of W9
in W is equal to the cardinality of X.
 . w xProof. Part i follows from the fact that r f r , r for any three1 2
r, r , r g R. For each r g R choose a reflection r 9 g R which does not1 2
 .  .commute with r, and put H s H r, r 9, q . By i the root H is wellr r
 X X X X X X .defined. Given a commuting set R9 : R i.e., r r s r r for all r , r g R9 ,1 2 2 1 1 2
 .   . .then we put C R9 s F C r 9 l H .r 9g R9 r 9
Suppose that R9 : R is a maximal commuting set and put R0 s R _ R9.
 .  .By Lemma 2.3 it follows that C R9 / B and C R9 : H for eachr 9
 .r 9 g R9 by the definition of C R9 . Given r 0 g R0 then there exists an
r 9 g R9 such that r 9 does not commute with r 0 because R9 is a maximal
 .  .  .commuting set. Hence C R9 : C r 9 : H r 0, r 9, q s H and thereforer 0
F H is not empty.r g R r
 .  .It follows by Lemma 2.2 iii and Lemma 2.4 iii that H l H is ar r1 2
 :fundamental domain for r , r for any two reflections r , r g R.1 2 1 2
w xNow we can apply Ti88, Proposition 3 which completes the proof.
2.4. Bases
< < < <  :A set R : T will be called a prebase if R s I and R s W.
LEMMA 2.7. Gi¨ en a prebase R, then there exists a unique r g R l T fori i
each i g I.
Proof. Let W9 be the derived group of W. Then WrW9 is the group 2 < I <
 4 and s W9 ¬ i g I is a base of WrW9 see the proof of Corollaire 1 ini
w x.Ti88 . If R : D T for some proper subset J of I, then RW9 isjg J j
contained in a hyperplane of WrW9, which yields a contradiction.
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 4Let R s r ¬ i g I be a prebase. An index i g I is in the interior of Ri
 . w xdenoted by R8 if there exist j, k g I such that r g r , r . The boundaryi j k
­ R is defined by ­ R [ R _ R8. The distance matrix of R is defined by
 .   ..  .D R s d r , r . The prebase R will be called a base if o r r s mi j i, jg I i j i j
 4  .  .for all i, j g I. Note that S s s ¬ i g I is a base satisfying D S s 0 . Ai
base R will be called a root base if there exists w g W such that
r s ws wy1 for all i g I.i i
 4LEMMA 2.8. Let R s r ¬ i g I be a base. Then the following are equi¨ a-i
lent:
 .a R8 s B.
 .b R is a root base.
 .  .  .c D R s 0 .
 .  .  .Proof. a implies b . For each r g R choose r 9 g R such that s rr 9
 .  .s ` and put H s H r, r 9, q . It follows from Proposition 2.6 i that H isr r
 .  4well defined, and from Proposition 2.6 ii we deduce that F H s cr g R r
where c g C. The chamber c corresponds to an element w g W, and one
verifies that r s ws wy1 for each i g I.i i
 .  .  .  .  .b implies c . As D S s 0 , c follows from the fact that the action of
W is distance-preserving on the set of reflections.
 .  .  .c implies a . Suppose that D R s 0 and that r g R8. Then we can
w x  .find r 9, r 0 g R such that r g r 9, r 0 . By Lemma 2.5 iii it follows that
 .  .d r 9, rr 0 r - d r 9, r 0 s 0 which is a contradiction.
2.5. Admissible Pairs and Transformations of Bases
 4  .Let i, j be an edge of G. Then K j denotes the set of vertices in thei
 .connected component of G which contains j. A pair i, K consisting ofi
an element i g I and a subset K : I will be called admissible if K : iH
 .and K s D K k . The set of admissible pairs will be denoted by A.k g K i
 .Let R be a base, let i g I, and let K : I. We define the i, K -transform
  ..  .  X 4 Xof R denoted by R i, K as follows: R i, K s r ¬ j g I where r s r r rj j i j i
X  . if j g K and r s r in the remaining cases. Note that R i, K s R i, K lj j
H.  .  .i and that R i, K is a prebase for any choice of the pair i, K .
LEMMA 2.9. Let i, j g I such that m s ` and let t g T , t9 g T . Theni j i j
 .o tt9 s `.
w xProof. This follows from Proposition 1 in Ti88 .
 .LEMMA 2.10. Let R be a base and let i, K be an admissible pair. Then
 .R i, K is a base.
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 .Proof. Let R9 s R i, K . As R9 is a prebase we have only to check that
 .  X X .  4o r r s o r r for all j, k g I. But this is immediate if j, k : K orj k j k
 4j, k l K s B.
Suppose that j f K, k g K. If m s 2, then m s 2 because of thejk i j
 .admissibility of the pair i, K and therefore r commutes with r , whichi j
 X X .  .  .yields o r r s o r r r r s o r r r r s 2.j k j i k i i j k i
X XIf m s ` then r g T , r g T and we apply Lemma 2.9.jk j j k k
 42.6. i -Reduction
 4Let i / j g I be such that m s ` and let R s r ¬ i g I be a base.i j i
 .  H w x4  .Then we put K i, j, R [ k g i ¬ r g r , r and R i, j [i j k
  ..R i, K i, j, R .
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let R, i, j be as abo¨e. Then
 .   ..  .i The pair i, K i, j, R is admissible and R i, j is a base.
 .  .ii i g ­ R i, j .
 .   ..  .iii D R i, j F D R .
 .iv The following are equi¨ alent:
 .  .a R s R i, j ,
 .  .   ..b D R s D R i, j ,
 .  .c K i, j, R s B,
 .d i g ­ R.
 .Proof. We put R9 s R i, j .
 . H  .Let k g K i, j, R and let l g i be such that m s 2. As o r r s 2 itk l k l
 .  .  .follows from Lemma 2.5 ii that H r , r , q s H r , r , q , and hencei k i l
w x  .  .r g r , r which implies l g K i, j, R . This proves the first part of i ; thei j l
second follows from Lemma 2.10.
Let now k, l g I be arbitrary. Since r is distance preserving on the seti
 X X.  .  4of reflections, we have d r , r s d r , r whenever k, l : K. If m s 2k l k l k l
 4or k, l l K s B then this equality is also valid. It remains to consider the
H  X X.case that m s `, k g K, l f K. If l f i then we have d r , r sk l k l
 . H  .  .  .d r , r . If l g i , then we have H r , r , q s H r , r , q s H r , r , yk l i j i l i k
 X X.  .  .  .which means that d r , r - d r , r by Lemma 2.5 iii . Thus D R9 Fk l k l
 .  .D R and the inequality is strict if and only if K i, j, R / B. This proves
 .  .  .iii and the equivalence of b and c .
 .That i g ­ R9 follows by the definition of R9 s R i, j . Hence, if R s R9
 .then i g ­ R. On the other hand, if i g ­ R then it follows that H r , r , qi j
 . H  .s H r , r , q for each k g i , which implies K i, j, R s B. Thati k
 .K i, j, R s B implies R s R9 is trivial and we are done.
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 .PROPOSITION 2.12. Let R be a base and let i, K be an admissible pair.
Then:
 .   ..  . Hi D R i, K s D R if and only if K s B or K s i .
 .   ..  . Hii D R i, K - D R if and only if i g R8 and there exists j g i
 .such that K s K i, j, R .
 .   ..  .iii D R i, K G D R if i g ­ R.
 .  4 H  X X.Proof. Let R9 s R i, K . If k, l ­ i one verifies that d r , r sk l
 .d r , r .k l
H  .Let k / l g i . Then we have by Lemma 2.5 iii
¡  4) d r , r if k , l l K s 1 and H r , r , q .  .k l i k
s H r , r , q , .i lX X ~d r , r w .  .k l  4s d r , r if k , l g K or k , l l K s B, .k l¢ w x 4- d r , r if k , l l K s 1 and r g r , r . .k l i k l
 .  .  .Let D R9 s D R and suppose that k g K. It follows from w that
 4 H Hk, l : K for each l g i and hence K s i . If K s B, then R9 s R
 .  . Hand therefore D R9 s D R . If K s i , then R9 s r Rr . As the action ofi i
 .  .W of T is distance-preserving, it follows that D R9 s D R .
 .  .   .. HIf D R9 - D R then by w there exists a pair j / k g i such that
w xr g r , r and such that k g K and j f K. It follows that i g R8 andi j k
 .  .  .  .  4k g K i, j, R . Let l g K i, j, R . Then H r , r , q s H r , r , q . As k, li k i l
 . H  .l K / B it follows by w that l g K. If l g i _K i, j, R then one
 . Hdeduces by a similar reasoning with j in place of k that l g i _K. The
 .other direction of ii follows from Proposition 2.11.
 .  .  .Assertion iii is a direct consequence of w as the third case of w is
not possible.
2.7. Automorphisms of W
 .Let W be as above and let Aut W denote the group of automorphisms
of W. If I denotes the set of conjugacy classes of involutions in W, then
 .  .we have a natural homomorphism Aut W ª Sym I whose kernel will
 .be denoted by Spe W . The group of inner automorphisms of W will be
 .denoted by Inn W .
 .  .  .LEMMA 2.13. Let a g Aut W . Then a g Spe W if and only if a si
 .g T for each i g I. If a g Spe W stabilizes a base, then a is the identity.i
w xProof. See Corollaire 1 in Ti88 for the first statement; the second is
trivial.
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 .Let i, K be an admissible pair and put
s if j g I _ KjXs sj  s s s if j g K .i j i
Then the mapping s ª sX extends uniquely to an involutory automor-j j
 .phism of W, which will be denoted by s . Note that s g Spe W andi K i K
that s H is the inner automorphism corresponding to the conjugationi i
with s .i
 .  .Let a g Spe W . Then R s a S is a base. We put a8 s R8, ­a s ­ R,
 .  .and D a s D R .
 .LEMMA 2.14. The group Inn W acts regularly on the set of root bases.
 .Moreo¨er, if a g Spe W , then the following are equi¨ alent:
 .  .a a g Inn W .
 .  .b a S is a root base.
 .  .c D a s 0.
 .d a8 s B.
 . H He a s s ??? s for a sequence i , . . . , i in I.i i i i 1 k1 1 k k
 .Proof. By the definition of a root base it follows that Inn W acts
 .transitively on the set of root bases. On the other hand, if a g Spe W
stabilizes a base, then a is the identity, which yields the first statement of
the lemma. The second follows from the fact that the automorphism s Hi i
is the conjugation with s and from Lemma 2.8.i
 .  .LEMMA 2.15. Let a g Spe W , let i, K be an admissible pair, and let
 .R s a S . Then
 .   ..  .i a s S s R i, K .i K
 .  .  . Hii D a (s s D a if and only if K s i or K s B.i K
 .  .  .iii D a (s G D a if i g ­a .i K
 .  .  .  .iv D a (s - D a if and only if i g a8 and K s K i, j, R fori K
some j g iH .
 .Proof. Part i follows by straightforward calculations; the remaining
 .parts follow by 1 and Proposition 2.12.
 43. i, j -REDUCTION
In this section we fix i / j g I. In Subsections 3.1 and 3.2, we assume
 4  4that i, j is an edge of G; in Subsection 3.3 we assume that i, j is not an
edge.
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3.1. Reduction-Systems
 4  .DEFINITION 3.1. Let i, j be an edge of G. An i, j -reduction-system is
  ..  .. .a quadruple R s k , l, i , K , j , L where k and l arem m m G1 m m m G1
 ..  ..two natural numbers and i , K , j , L are sequences ofm m m G1 m m m G1
admissible pairs such that the following is satisfied:
 .A For m G 1 we have i s i, j s j if m is odd and i s j, j s i ifm m m m
m is even.
 .B K l L s B, K / B / L for m F k and n F l; K s B s1 1 m n m
L for m ) k and n ) l.n
 .C K j L = K = K . . . .1 1 2 3
 .D K j L = L = L . . . .1 1 2 3
 .E K l K s K l L for m G 1.1 m 1 mq1
 .F L l L s L l K for m G 1.1 m 1 mq1
 .  4  4G i, j l K s B s i, j l L for all m G 1.m m
 .  .  .  .  . H If k g K then either K k s K k or K k s K i see1 j i j j
 ..Subsection 2.5 for the definition of K k ; in the second case k is notj
contained in K for m G 2.m
 .  .  .  .  .I If l g L then either K l s K l or K l s K j ; in the sec-1 i j i i
ond case l is not contained in L for m G 2.m
 .If R is an i, j -reduction-system as above, then the quadruple
k , l, i , K , j , L .  . .  . /m m m m1FmFk 1FmFl
will be called the initial part of R.
  ..  .. .  .LEMMA 3.2. Let R s k , l, i , K , j , L be an i, j -m m m G1 m m m G1
reduction system. Then:
 .i k , l G 2.
 .ii k s l s 2 implies K s L and K s L .1 2 2 1
 .  .  .  .  .iii The pairs i, K , i, L , j, K , and j, L are admissible form m m m
m G 3.
Proof. We have B / K s K l K s K l L : L and hence l G 2;1 1 1 1 2 2
that k G 2 follows by symmetry.
If l s k s 2, then K l K : K l L s B and hence L : K s K1 2 1 3 1 2 2
.  .l L j K l K s K l L which implies L s K ; by symmetry we1 2 1 2 1 1 2
have also L s K .2 1
Suppose that k g K for m G 3. Then k g K or k g L . If k g K ,m 1 1 1
 .  .  .  .  .then K k s K k or K k s K i by H . The second case is notj i j j
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 .  .  .  .  .possible by property H . If k g L then K k s K k or K k : K k1 i j j i
 .  .by I . Again, the second case is not possible by I since K l L s Lm 1 my1
 .  .  4  4l L . Therefore K k s K k and since i , j s i, j it follows from1 i j m m
 .  .the admissibility of the pair i , K that the pair j , K is admissible.m m m m
  ..  .. .  .LEMMA 3.3. Let R s k , l, i , K , j , L be an i, j -re-m m m G1 m m m G1
duction-system and suppose 3 F k G l. For m G 1 put K X s K _ K , LX sm m k m
L _ K .m k
We ha¨e K s K j K X for 2 F m F k , L s K j LX for 1 F m F k ym k m m k m
1, and K s K X , L s LX in the remaining cases. Moreo¨er, if L / K thenm m m m 1 k
  X ..  X .. .  .R9 s k 9, l9, i , K , j , L is an i, j -reduction system withm m m G1 m m m G1
 X 4  X 4k 9 s min m ¬ K s B - k , l9 s min m ¬ L s B F l; if L s Kmq1 mq1 1 k
then LX s B and LX s K X for m G 2.1 m my1
Proof. We have K l K s K l L s B as k G l and therefore1 k 1 kq1
K : L . Now, K : K for 2 F m F k and therefore K : L l K s Lk 1 k m k 1 m 1
l L : L for 2 F m F k ; in other words K : L for 1 F m F k ymy1 my1 k m
1. It follows by the same arguments as above that L : K and thereforek 1
K l L : K l K s B. Since K s B s L for m G k the first asser-k k k 1 m m
tion follows.
 .From part iii of the previous lemma it follows now that the pairs
 X .  X .i , K and j , L are admissible. If K / L , then one verifies easilym m m m k 1
 .  .that the properties A ] I are satisfied with the definition of k 9, l9 given
in the statement of the lemma.
 .Suppose that L s K . We have for all m G 1 that K s K l K j1 k m m 1
 .  .  .K l L and L s L l K j L l L , where the unions are dis-m 1 m m 1 m 1
joint. Now as L s K it follows for all m G 1 that K X s K _ K s K _1 k m m k m
XL s K l K s L l K s L _ L s L _ K s L .1 m 1 mq1 1 mq1 1 mq1 k mq1
 4  .3.2. i, j -Reduction m s `i j
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let R, i, j be as abo¨e and suppose that i, j g R8. For
m G 1 put i s i, j s j if m is odd and i s j, j s i if m is e¨en. Define form m m m
m G 1 the sets K , L : I and R , Q : T recursi¨ ely as follows: R s R sm m m m 1
 .  .  .Q and K s K i , j , R , L s K j , i , Q , R s R i , j , Q s1 m m m m m m m m mq1 m m m mq1
 .  4 Q j , i . Let k s min m G 1 ¬ K s B and l s min m G 1 ¬m m m mq1
4L s B .mq1
Then:
 .i 2 F k , l - `.
 .   ..  .. .  .ii k , l, i , K , j , L is an i, j -reduction-system.m m m G1 m m m G1
 .  .  .  .  .iii D R ) D R ) ??? ) D R ) D R .1 2 k kq1
 .  .  .  .  .iv D Q ) D Q ) ??? ) D Q ) D Q .1 2 l lq1
 .v R s Q .kq1 lq1
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 .Proof. Property A follows from the definition of the i and j in them m
statement of the proposition. In view of Proposition 2.11 it follows by
 .  .induction on m that i , K and j , L are admissible pairs, that R andm m m m m
 .  .  .  .Q are bases, and that D R F D R , D Q F D Q for m G 1.m mq1 m mq1 m
 .This shows in particular that k , l - ` by iv of Proposition 2.11.
 .  .We define for k g I and m G 1 the reflections r k, m and q k, m via
  .4   .4r k, m s T l R and q k, m s T l Q .k m k m
 .  .By induction on m one verifies for m G 1 that r i, m s r s q i, m ,i
 .  .  4  4r j, m s r s q j, m , and that i, j l K s B s i, j l L , which showsj m m
 .property G .
  ..  .Let k g K for some m G 1. Then C r k, m : H r , r , y . Sincem i jm m
 4  4  .i , j s i, j it follows by Lemma 2.5 ii that m s m s `. By symme-m m i k jk
 . H Htry we get D K j L : i lj .mG1 m m
Now let k g K 9 [ iH ljH . Then we have the following observations
which follow by induction.
 .   ..  .  .1 If C r k, m : H r , r , q l H r , r , q for m G 1, theni j j i
 .  .r k, m s r k, m q n and k f K for all n G 0.mqn
 .   ..  .  .19 If C q k, m : H r , r , q l H r , r , q for m G 1, theni j j i
 .  .q k, m s q k, m q n and k f L for all n G 0.mqn
 .   ..  .2 If m G 2 then k f K if and only if C r k, m : H r , r , q lm i j
 .H r , r , q .j i
 .   ..  .29 If m G 2 then k f L if and only if C q k, m : H r , r , q lm i j
 .H r , r , q .j i
 .  .  .3 k g K if and only if C r : H r , r , y . In this case we have1 k i j
 .  .  .  .  .r k, 1 s r s q k, 1 s q k, 2 and q k, m q 1 s r k, m for all m G 1.k
 .  .  .39 k g L if and only if C r : H r , r , y . In this case we have1 k j i
 .  .  .  .  .q k, 1 s r s r k, 1 s r k, 2 and r k, m q 1 s q k, m for all m G 1.k
 .  .Since i, j g R8 we have H r , r , y / B / H r , r , y and hence K / Bi j j i 1
 .  ./ L and since H r , r , y l H r , r , y s B we have K l L s B.1 i j j i 1 1
 .  .  .  .If k g K 9 _ K j L , then C r : H r , r , q l H r , r , q and by1 1 k i j j i
 .  .  .  .  .1 , 19 it follows that r k, m s r s q k, m and k f K j L for allk m m
m G 1.
 .  .  .If m G 2 it follows that K : K resp. L : L by 1 and 2mq1 m mq1 m
  .  ..resp. 19 and 29 .
 .   ..   ..Let k g K . Then we have by 3 that C q k, 2 s C r k, 1 :1
 .   ..  .  .  .H r , r , y and hence C q k, 2 ­ H r , r , q l H r , r , q . By 29 wei j i j j i
have now that k g L . This means K : L which implies K l K s2 1 2 1 1
L l K .2 1
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  ..Let k g K and m G 2. Then k g K if and only if C r k, m ­1 m
 .  .  ..   ..H r , r , q l H r , r , q by 2 if and only if C q k, m q 1 ­i j j i
 .  .   ..   ..H r , r , q l H r , r , q by 3 if and only if k g L by 29 . Thusi j j i mq1
K l K s K l L for all m G 1.1 m 1 mq1
By symmetry we have also L l L s L l K for all m G 1. We1 m 1 mq1
 .  .  .have shown that properties C ] G are satisfied. That B is satisfied
 .  .follows now from the considerations above, properties C and D , and the
definition of k and l.
 .  .Now suppose that k, l g K are such that K k s K l . Then we can1 i i
 .find a sequence k s k , k , . . . , k s l in K k : K such that r and0 1 m i 1 my1
H  .r commute for all 1 F m F m. Since K : j we deduce that K k :m 1 i
 .  .  .K k for each k g K . If k g K and K k is a proper subset of K k ,j 1 1 i j
 .  .then there exists a k9 g K k _ K k such that r commutes with r ,j i k 9 i
 .  .  .which implies that K k s K i . But then k is not in K because j, Kj j 2 2
is admissible and i f K .2
 .  .This proves H and I follows by symmetry. This completes the proof of
 .  .ii and in view of Lemma 3.2 assertion i follows as well. Assertions
 .  .  .  .iii ] v follow from ii , Proposition 2.11, and the fact that q k,m g
  .  .  .4r k, m y 1 , r k, m , r k, m q 1 for any k g K 9 and any m G 2.
 4  .3.3. i, j -Reduction m s 2i j
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let R be a base, let i / j g I be such that m s 2, andi j
suppose that i, j g R8. Let k, l g I be such that m s ` s m and putik jl
 .  .  .  .R s R s Q , R s R i, k , R s R j, l , Q s Q j, l , Q s Q i, k .1 1 2 1 3 2 2 1 3 2
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .Then D R - D R - D R s D R s D Q ) D Q ) D Q and3 2 3 1 2 3
R s Q .3 3
 .Proof. As m s 2 we have r r s r r and by Lemma 2.2 iv it followsi j i j j i
 .  .  .that r stabilizes H r , r , y . Thus C r 9 : H r , r , y if and only ifj i k i k
 .  .  .  .C r r 9r g H r , r , y . This means that K i, k, R s K i, k, Q and byj j i k 1 2
 .  .symmetry we have also K j, l, Q s K j, l, R . Since i, j g R8 it follows1 2
 .  .from Proposition 2.11 that K [ K i, k, R / B / K j, l, R \ L. Now we
apply Proposition 2.6 again to see the first assertion. Define for m g I,
r r r r r if m g K l L,¡ i j m j i
r r r if m g K _ L,i m iX ~r sm r r r if m g L _ K ,j m j¢r else.m
Then one verifies that R s R9 s Q .3 3
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 .4. THE GROUP V G
Let I, M, W, S, and G be as before. Let A be the set of admissible
pairs.
 .We define the group V s V M with generators and relations as
 4follows: The set of generators is the set u ¬ a g A . We will write in thea
 .  .following u for u . The relations are described in R ] R below.i K  i, K . 1 5
 .R u s 1 for all i g I.1 iB
 .R u u s u for all i g I.2 i K i K iK j K ._K l K .1 2 1 2 1 2
 .R If m s 2, then u u s u u .3 i j i K jL jL i K
 .   4.   4.R If K j i l L j j s B, then u u s u u for all i,4 i K jL jL i K
j g I.
 .R For all i, j g I,5
u H u H u H u if i g Lj j i i j j jL
Hu u sjL i i  Hu u if i f L.i i jL
 .  .LEMMA 4.1. Gi¨ en an admissible pair i, L , we put w u s s . Thei L i L
  . 4  .mapping w : u ¬ i, K g A ª Spe W extends uniquely to a homomor-i K
 .phism w : V ª Spe W .
 .  .  .Proof. It suffices to check the relations R ] R in Spe W in terms1 5
of their action on W. This is straightforward.
   ..  .. .  .LEMMA 4.2. Let k , l, i , i , K , j , L be an i, j -m m m m G1 m m m G1
reduction-system. Then u ??? u s u ??? u .i K i K j L j Lk k 1 1 l l 1 1
 .Proof. If k s l s 2 then the assertion follows from Lemma 3.2 ii ,
 .  .condition G , and relation R .4
Now we use induction on k q l. Let k q l G 5 and assume without loss
 .of generality that k G l. Then it follows by part i of Lemma 3.2 and by
 .  .  .part iii that i, K and j, K are admissible pairs. For m G 1 we definek k
K X s K _ K and LX s L _ K .m m k m m k
 .  .It follows from Lemma 3.3, condition G , and relation R that4
P [ u u ??? u s u u ??? u PX1 i K i K i K i K i K i K 11 k ky1 ky1 1 1 k k ky1 k 2 k
and
P [ u ??? u s u ??? u PX ,2 j L j L j K j K 2l l 1 1 ky1 k 1 k
where PX s u X u X ??? u X and PX s u X ??? u X .1 i K i K i K 2 j L j Lk k ky1 ky1 1 1 l l 1 1
If L s K , then LX s B and LX s K X for m G 2 by Lemma 3.3.1 k 1 m my1
Since j s i for m G 2 it follows that PX s PX and hence P s P .m my1 1 2 1 2
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If L / K , then it follows again by Lemma 3.3 that1 k
  ..  .. .  .k 9, l9, i , K , j , L is an i, j -reduction system with k 9 -m m m G1 m m m G1
k and l9 F l. Thus it follows by induction that PX s PX and hence1 2
P s P .1 2
5. THE HOMOMORPHISM w
5.1. Transformations of Words
Let I, M, W, S, and G be as before, let A9 be the set of admissible pairs
 .  .i, K satisfying K / B, and let F s F A9 be the free monoid over the
alphabet A9. The elements of F are called words and we have a natural
length function L: F ª N . Given a word f of length m, then we will0
 .represent it as a tuple f s i K , i K , . . . , i K .1 1 2 2 m m
Let f g F. A word f 9 g F is called an elementary transform of F if it
can be obtained by one of the following transformation rules:
 . H  .  .I If i g I and K , K : i such that i, K , i, K g A9, then1 2 1 2
 .replace a word of the form f s f iK , iK f by1 1 2 2
f f if K s K1 2 1 2
f 9 s  f i K j K _ K l K f if K / K . .  . . .1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2
 .  .  .  H  HII If i, K g A9, then replace f s f iK f by f 9 s f ii , i i _1 2 1
..K f .2
 .  .  .III If i, K , j, L g A9 and m s 2, then replace a word f si j
 .  .f iK, jL f by f 9 s f jL, iK f .1 2 1 2
 .  .  .   4.   4.IV If i, K , j, L g A9 are such that K j i l L j j s B,
 .  .then replace a word f s f iK, jL f by f 9 s f jL, iK f .1 2 1 2
 .  4   ..V If i, j is an edge of G and k , l, i , K ,m m 1F m F k
 .. .  .j , L is the initial part of an i, j -reduction-system, thenm m 1F m F l
 .  .replace a word f s f i K , . . . , i K f by f 9 s f j L , . . . , j L f .1 k k 1 1 2 1 l l 1 1 2
 .  .  H.VI If i g I and j, K g A9, then replace a word f s f jK, ii f1 2
by f gf where1 2
jjH, iiH, jjH, jK if i g K , .
g s H ii , jK if i f K . .
A word g is called a transform of a word f , if there is a sequence
f s f , f , . . . , f s g such that f is an elementary transform of f for0 1 m m my1
each 1 F m F m. In this case we will also say that f can be transformed
into g.
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 .Given a word f s i K , . . . , i K then we define u g V by u s u1 1 m m f f i K1 1
 .??? u K and s g Spe W by s s s ??? s . Given an elementi m f f i K i Km 1 1 m m
 .a g Spe W then a word f g F will be called a representation of a if
a s s .f
 .LEMMA 5.1. i Let f g F and let g g F be a transform of f. Then
u s u and s s s .f g f g
 .  .ii Let f g F. Then w u s s .f f
 .  .Proof. That u s u follows from the relations R ] R and Lemmaf g 1 5
 .4.2. Part ii follows from the fact that w is a homomorphism; thus we have
 .  .s s w u s w u s s .f f g g
5.2. Representations
 .  .Given a word f s i K , . . . , i K , then f m denotes the word1 1 m m
 .i K , . . . , i K for 0 F m F m.1 1 m m
 .Let a g Spe W . A representation f of a will be called reduced if
 .  .  .D s F D s for all 1 F m F L f . A reduced representation f off  my1. f  m .
a will be called strongly reduced if f can be written as f f such that1 2
 H H.  . Hf s i i , . . . , i i and f s j L , . . . , j L with L / j for all 1 F1 1 1 m m 2 1 1 m9 m n n
n F m9. Given a strongly reduced representation f of a , then the words
f , f are uniquely determined. We call f the outer part of f and we1 2 2
 .denote it by v f .
 .  .LEMMA 5.2. Let a g Spe W and let R s a S .
 .  .i If a g Inn W , then there exists a strongly reduced representation
 .  .of a ; moreo¨er, if f is a strongly reduced representation of a then v f s .
 .ii There exists a strongly reduced representation of a .
 .  .iii Suppose D a ) 0. Then there exists a strongly reduced representa-
 .  .tion f s f iK if and only if i g a8; if this is the case, then K s K i, j, R or1
H  . HK s i _K i, j, R for any j g i and we ha¨e i g ­s .f1
 .iv Let f be a reduced representation of a and suppose that i g ­a .
 .Then f iK is a reduced representation of a (s .i K
 .  .  . Hv Let f g F and i g I. Then D s s s D s if and only if K s i .f i K f
 .  .Proof. Part i follows from Lemma 2.14 and Lemma 2.15 ii .
 .  .  .To prove part ii we use induction on D a . If D a s 0 then a g
 .  .  .Inn W by Lemma 2.14 and we can apply i . If D a ) 0 then a8 / B by
Lemma 2.14. Let i g a8, let j g iH , and put b s a (s withi K  i, j, R.
 .  .  .  .R [ a S . By Lemma 2.15 iv it follows that D b - D a . By induction
there exists a strongly reduced representation f g F of b. Now1
  ..  .f iK i, j, R is a strongly reduced representation of a . This proves ii .1
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 .  .The first assertion of iii follows from the proof of ii above and
 .  .Lemma 2.15 iii ; the second follows from Lemma 2.15 iv ; the third follows
 .from Proposition 2.11 ii .
 .  .  .  .Parts iv and v follow from Lemma 2.15 iii and ii , respectively.
 .  .LEMMA 5.3. Let a g Spe W and i / j g I. Suppose that D a ) 0 and
 .  .that there are two strongly reduced representations f s f iK and g s g jL .1 1
Then
 .i If m s 2 then there exist two strongly reduced representationsi j
 .  .f 9 s h jL, iK and g 9 s h iK, jL of a .
 .ii If m s ` then there are strongly reduced representations f 9 si j
 .  .h i K , . . . , i K and g 9 s h j L , . . . , j L of a such thatk k 1 1 l l 1 1
 .  ..  .. .  .k , l , i , K , j , L is the initial part of an i, j -m m 1F m F k m m 1F m F l
reduction-system.
 .  .  .Proof. Assertion i follows from ii and iii of the previous lemma
 .  .  .and Proposition 3.5; similarly, assertion ii follows from ii and iii of the
previous lemma and Proposition 3.4.
 .  .LEMMA 5.4. Let a g Spe W and let f s i K , . . . , i K be a reduced1 1 m m
 .representation of a . Let o f denote the word which is obtained by deleting all
letters of the form iiH .
 .  .i If f 9 is obtained from f by an elementary transformation of type VI ,
then f 9 is reduced representation of a .
 .ii The word f can be transformed into a strongly reduced representation
 .  .g of a , with v g s o f .
 .  .  .Proof. Assertion i follows from Lemma 5.2 v . Assertion ii is proved
 .  .by induction on the length of o f using i .
 .LEMMA 5.5. Let a g Spe W and let f , g be two strongly reduced repre-
sentations of a . Then f can be transformed into a strongly reduced representa-
 .  .tion g of a such that v g s v g .Ä Ä
 .  .Proof. In view of Lemma 5.2 i the assertion is trivial if D a s 0.
 .  .  .Let D a ) 0 and let f s f iK and g s g jL . We distinguish the1 1
following cases:
 .  .i s j. If i, K s j, L the assertion follows by induction. If i s j
H  .and K / L, then we have L s i _K by Lemma 5.2 iii . First we trans-
 H .  .  .form f into f 9 s f ii , iL using II . By Lemma 5.4 ii we can transform1
 .  .f 9 into a strongly reduced representation f 0 of a such that v f 0 s v f 9 .
Now we apply induction to transform f 0 into g.Ä
 .m s 2. By Lemma 5.3 i we have two reduced representationsi j
 .  .f 9 s h jL, iK and g 9 s h iK, jL of a . By the first case we can transform
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Ä Ä .  .f into a strongly reduced representation f 9 of a such that v f 9 s v f 9 .
 .We use now a transformation of type III and apply again the first case.
 .m s `. By Lemma 5.3 ii we have two reduced representationsi j
 .  .  f 9 s h i K , . . . , i K and g 9 s h j L , . . . , j L where k , l, i ,k k 1 1 l l 1 1 m
..  .. .  .K , j , L is the initial part of an i, j -reduction-sys-m 1F m F k m m 1F m F l
tem. We proceed as in the second case using an elementary transformation
 .of type V in the intermediate step.
 .LEMMA 5.6. Let f be a representation of a g Spe W . Then f can be
transformed into a strongly-reduced representation of a .
 .  .Proof. We use induction on L f . Let f s f iK . By induction we can1
transform f into a strongly reduced representation g of b [ s s1 1 f1
 .a (s . If g iK is a reduced representation of a , then we are done ini K 1
 .view of Lemma 5.4 ii .
 .Suppose that g iK is not a reduced representation of a . Then it1
 .  .follows from Lemma 5.2 iv that i g b8 and in particular, that D b ) 0.
 .By Lemma 5.2 iii there exists a strongly reduced representation g s2
X  .g iL of b. By Lemma 5.5 we can transform g into a strongly reduced2 1
X  .  .representation h s h iL of b and from Lemma 5.3 iii it follows that1 1
i g ­s X .h1 X  .This shows that we can transform f into a representation h iL, iK1
 .Xsuch that i g ­s . By applying a transformation of type I we obtain ah1
  ..  .reduced representation of a cf. Lemma 5.2 iv . Now by Lemma 5.4 ii we
can transform this reduced representation of a into a strongly reduced
one.
 .LEMMA 5.7. Let f be a representation of id g Spe W . Then f can beW
 H H.transformed into a word g s i i , . . . , i i .1 1 m m
Proof. By the previous lemma we can transform f into a strongly
 .reduced representation g of id . As id g Inn W , it follows by LemmaW W
 .  .  .5.2 i that v g s , which yields the claim.
5.3. Proof of the Theorem
 4HLEMMA 5.8. Let V9 be the subgroup of V generated by the set u ¬ i g I .i i
<Then w is injecti¨ e.V9
Proof. The center of W is trivial and therefore we have an isomor-
 :H Hphism ad: W ª s ¬ i g I extending the map s ª s , i g I. Hencei i i i i
ady1 (w is a homomorphism from V9 onto W extending the map u Hªi i
s , i g I. On the other hand, as u 2Hs 1 and u H u Hs u H u H for alli i i V i i j j j j i i
i, j g I not contained in an edge, there exists an homomorphism b :
 . HW ª V9 such that b s s u by the universal property of W. Now,i i i
y1b ( ad (w s id , and the claim follows.V9
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 .PROPOSITION 5.9. The homomorphism w : V ª Spe W is an isomor-
phism.
 .  .Proof. Let a g Spe W . By Lemma 5.2 ii there exists a representation
 .  .f of a ; by Lemma 5.1 ii , we have a s s s w u , which shows that w isf f
surjective.
 .Let u g V. Then u s u for some f g F. If u g Kern w then f is af
  ..representation of id by Lemma 5.1 ii . By Lemma 5.7, there exists aW
 H H.  .transform g of f such that g s i i , . . . , i i and by Lemma 5.1 i we1 1 m m
 :Hhave that u s u . This shows that u g u ¬ i g I . Now it follows thatg i i
u s 1 by the previous lemma.V
Conclusion. If M has no isolated nodes then the theorem follows from
the definition of V and the previous proposition. Let M be arbitrary and
 H 4  4let I s i g I ¬ i s B and I s I _ I . Then T s s for all i g I . Let0 1 0 i i 0
 :W s s ¬ i g I for m s 0, 1. Then W s W = W is a decomposition ofm i m 0 1
 .  .W into Spe W -invariant subgroups of W. As Spe W acts trivially on W ,0
 .  .we have Spe W s Spe W . This proves the theorem for arbitrary graph-1
universal diagrams.
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